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Brussels, 28/2 2019

Dear Commissioner Bieńkowska,
we are writing to you to complain about the European Commission’s approach (DG GROW, to be
specific) in preparing the Services Notification Procedure Directive, which is currently in trilogue
negotiations.[1]
We are part of a coalition of more than 160 civil society groups, unions, mayors, and progressive
parties running major European cities, which last month wrote to the Romanian EU Presidency to
protest the proposed directive for its potential to “reduce space for progressive policies, including at
local level”, and because the measures are “disproportionate and at odds with the subsidiarity
principle”. [2]
Documents released following an access to documents request show that DG GROW’s preparation
of the proposed directive was seriously biased and violated the Commission’s own rules. [3]
The public consultation that was held in spring 2016 and informed the draft directive failed to secure
input from a broad range of stakeholders, leading to imbalanced conclusions. Only one trade union
and not a single other civil society group contributed to the consultation. The Commission’s own rules
instruct officials “to consult broadly and transparently among stakeholders who might be concerned
by the initiative, seeking the whole spectrum of views in order to avoid bias or skewed conclusions
(“capture”) promoted by specific constituencies.” No such pro-active broad consultation appears to
have taken place in preparation of the Notification Procedure Directive.
Considering how controversial the 2006 Services Directive was, the Commission should have actively
approached organisations affected by service sector regulation, whether or not they were likely to be
critical of the Commission’s plans. The failure to consult municipalities and critical civil society voices
created a bias and led to skewed conclusions. [4]
Furthermore, the Commission has failed to publish the individual consultation responses on its
website, despite its own rules requiring disclosure and repeated requests by Corporate Europe
Observatory (CEO) to address this transparency blind spot. Only in response to an access to
documents request filed by CEO did DG GROW eventually release a rudimentary list of companies,
groups and public authorities that participated in the consultation.[5] Said list has still not been
published on the Commission’s website, nor have the submissions to the consultation.
According to the Commission’s own figures, 126 replies were submitted to the consultation, of which
107 came from organisations and the remainder from individuals. Not taking into account the

individuals who participated, it is clear that three quarters of the organisations which submitted
responses were businesses or business representatives, with most other submissions having been
made by government ministries.
The list of participants released in response to CEO’s access to documents request shows that only
four municipalities (three Lithuanian, one Polish) and seven regional authorities (two Italian and one
Lithuanian, as well as four ministries from German Bundesländer) were included in the consultation.
Not a single larger city was included, nor any EU-level federations of municipalities. This is a
remarkable failure, considering the far-reaching impacts the proposed directive would have on
municipalities (who would have to seek the Commission’s advance permission for any decision
related to the services sector).
The January 2017 draft directive went on to clearly mirror the demands which had been promoted by
big business lobby groups during the consultation phase.
But even beyond the consultation, the documents released via the access to documents request reveal
a very intimate working relationship between DG GROW and three major industry lobbying groups:
BusinessEurope, EuroCommerce, and EuroChambres. While these lobby groups expressed full
support for the Commission’s proposed directive, the reaction by virtually all other respondents was
negative. This includes strongly worded criticism by more than a dozen associations of engineers, tax
advisers, architects, free professions and small services businesses.
While these organisations seem to never have received a response from the Commission, DG GROW
entertained an active correspondence and held several closed-door strategy sessions with the three big
business lobby groups – a relationship that resembles a strategic partnership, not extended to any
other stakeholders. Instead, most of these more critical voices were ignored.
This approach is undemocratic and unacceptable, it has favoured special interests and appears to
almost certainly have contributed to a strong pro-corporate bias of the proposed directive, which
comes at the expense of other vital stakeholders. Commission President Juncker in 2014 instructed
his Commissioners to “ensure an appropriate balance and representativeness in the stakeholders
they meet”. By logical extension, this should also apply to Commission officials involved in policymaking.
We look forward to your response to our concerns, especially with regard to DG GROW’s violation of
the Commission’s own rules. Which measures will you take to avoid such flaws in the preparation of
EU directives in the future?
With kind regards,
Olivier Hoedeman, Corporate Europe Observatory & Ulrik Kohl, Councillor, City of Copenhagen
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